TITLE:

DRAGO

LOGLINE: To save his mafia boss brother, Ivan Drago must fight
his way through prison and defeat the heavyweight champion of the
world, Mason "The Line" Dixon.
SYNOPSIS:
1985 - After publicly insulting soviet leadership at the height
of the cold war, professional Russian boxer IVAN DRAGO loses his
fight against the American, ROCKY BALBOA. His punishment, death.
But before his fate is sealed, Ivan's mafia boss BROTHER turns
himself in, to save Ivan’s life. Unbeknownst of his Brother’s
sacrifice, Ivan spends the next 30 years in a Siberian prison,
preparing for the chance to once again face Rocky Balboa in the
ring.
PRESENT DAY - Ivan Drago and his Brother rule prison from inside
its icy walls. Without thinking of the consequences, the WARDEN
predictably enlists MERCENARIES to dispose of the two. This sets
in motion a secret plan of escape, which hinges on Ivan's ability
to win an underground fighting tournament.
Having had no true challenger since Rocky Balboa, fans are
getting bored with boxing and its arrogant champion MASON DIXON.
In a Hail Mary attempt to find a worthy opponent, Mason's
MANAGEMENT reaches out to the politically unpopular Russia, in
the hope of signing Ivan Drago. As part of the fight negotiation,
Mason's Management agrees to make it a title fight.
At the behest of Russian high command, Ivan Drago is narrowly
rescued from the underground fighting tournament. Ivan is brought
back to health and retrained in the art of boxing.
Ivan Drago arrives in Las Vegas just in time to weigh in for the
fight. Minutes before the fight begins, it is revealed to Ivan
that if he loses, his Brother will be executed. Searching for
answers, Ivan uncovers his Brother's true involvement in his
life, which inspires him to get back into the ring to win.
Mason Dixon dominates the fight with his speed and agility,
effectively neutralizing Ivan Drago's super human punches. After
Ivan Drago is knocked down for the last time, Rocky Balboa
gestures from ringside to cut below his eye. When Mason punches
open Ivan's self-inflicted wound, the blood exacerbates Mason's
lack of self control. Ivan executes the classic Rope-A-Dope
technique, thus tricking Mason into punching himself out of
energy. Due to Ivan's superior stamina, he is able to overcome
Mason's beating and comeback to win by knockout.
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